СТОлетието в СТО кадъра
Икономически университет – Варна от 1920 г.
ONE HUNDRED years in ONE HUNDRED frames
University of Economics – Varna since 1920

Проектът се осъществява с финансовата подкрепа на фонд “Култура” на Община Варна
The project is implemented with the financial support of the Culture Fund of Varna Municipality

Юбилейният албум и документалната изложба са реализирани по проект чрез финансовата подкрепа на Фонд „Култура“ на Община Варна в направление 2.1. „Визуални изкуства“.

Целта на проекта е да покаже на младите хора и останалата публика значимата история на Икономически университет – Варна, както и водещата му роля за културно-просветния живот в града и страната. Чрез документалната изложба академичната история излиза извън затворените пространства на университетската страда, за да може широката общественост да почувства и да се доближи до вековния академичен дух в една по-различна и достъпна градска среда.

Юбилейният албум съхранява едни от най-ценните архивни и съвременнни фотографии, както и копия на документи, свързани с историята на Икономически университет – Варна, запазяйки спомена от събитието и съвместната работа между висшето училище и фонд „Култура“ на Община Варна.

“The ONE HUNDREDTH anniversary in ONE HUNDRED frames – the University of Economics – Varna since 1920” is a jubilee album with the panels from a documentary exhibition, displayed from October 20 until November 19, 2020 on the alley next to the Sundial in the Varna Sea Garden and dedicated to the 100th anniversary of the establishment of the first higher economic school in Bulgaria. The decision to set up the school was made in 1914 at the 21st session of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry. The school’s opening on May 14, 1920 marked the beginning of the Bulgarian higher economic education.

The anniversary album and documentary exhibition were realized under a project with the financial support of the Culture Fund of the Municipality of Varna under heading 2.1. Visual Arts.

The aim of the project is to show young people and the rest of the audience the significant history of the University of Economics – Varna, as well as its leading role in the cultural and educational life in the city and the country. Through the documentary exhibition the academic history goes beyond the closed spaces of the university building so that the general public can feel and get closer to the centuries-old academic spirit in a different and accessible urban environment.

The anniversary album preserves some of the most valuable archives and contemporary photographs, as well as copies of documents, related to the history of the University of Economics – Varna, preserving the memory of the event and the collaboration between the university and the Culture Fund of Varna Municipality.
В началото на XX в. Варна се уточнява като една от основните търговски центрове в Княжество България. През 1913 г. Варненската търговско-индустриална камара предприема да гради новата търговско-_PRESENTATION image - 6x-6 to 848x601_.

At the beginning of the twentieth century Varna established itself as one of the main trade centers in the Principality of Bulgaria. In 1911 the Varna Chamber of Commerce and Industry proposed to establish a higher school of commerce. On May 14, 1920, at the 15th session of the Chamber, a decision was made by a majority vote to set up the school. A commission was appointed in order to research rules and a curriculum. The two documents and the decision to establish a higher school were signed by the then Minister of Trade, Industry and Labor on September 29, 1920.
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At the beginning of the twentieth century Varna established itself as one of the main trade centers in the Principality of Bulgaria. In 1911 the Varna Chamber of Commerce and Industry proposed to establish a higher school of commerce. On May 14, 1920, at the 15th session of the Chamber, a decision was made by a majority vote to set up the school. A commission was appointed in order to research rules and a curriculum. The two documents and the decision to establish a higher school were signed by the then Minister of Trade, Industry and Labor on September 29, 1920.
The first professors at the Higher School of Commerce came from Moscow, Paris, Budapest; they had specialized in Berlin, Leipzig, Munich, Vienna, Salo, Geneva, Prague, or the Professor of Accounting, Frits Belin, Professor of Political Economy and Theory of Statistics, Janis Deltinov, Professor of Statistics, Economic Geography, and Financial Sciences, Oscar Anderson. The scientific reputation of the Higher School was created by lecturers such as Namli Arrandov, Professor of German, Slavc Philology and Philosophy; Ivon Keminov, Professor of French Literature; the poet Nikolai Lir; who taught French, Professor of Finance, Stancho Cholakov, who later became Minister of Education, Minister of Finance and Governor of the Bulgarian National Bank...

The new curriculum, based on similar narrative basis as those of the Berlin University of Commerce, which had the reputation of being the most modern in its time in all Europe, The Bulgarians should have helped in the training of teachers for secondary commercial schools and postgraduate training of auditors of commercial books. Until 1936, the university trained general economists, accountants, financial and commercial specialists, and then two types of degrees were formed: private and national economy. Existing until 1949.

Until 1925, the Higher School of Commerce had a two-year course of study, as was the practice in most European higher economic schools. From the academic year 1925/26 to the academic year 1936/37 it had a three-year course of study, which was increased to four years starting from the academic year 1937/38.
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СГРАДАТА – ПАМЕТНИК НА КУЛТУРАТА
THE BUILDING - A MONUMENT OF CULTURE

Първият символ на Икономическата университет - Варна е негътата стълб, от построен на мястото на о-memory 1929 година. С времето се е превърнало в една от най-известните в гр. Варна. Първият паметник на града е разположен на площада на 18 новември 1929 година, където е създадена търговия и ръка на една от основните улици в гр. Варна.

Център на града е стълбът на паметника, който съдържа в себе си изписване на нито една, а още и по-важна - изписване на една от най-известните улици в гр. Варна.

Първият етаж на стълба е за-запазен през 1964 г., но въз-можността му е предложена в последния час на изграждането на новия стълб. В нощта от към изчислението на новия стълб, се започва разглеждане на една от най-известните улици в гр. Варна.

Проектът на града е създаден от архитект Димко Димков. Първият етаж на стълба е зазапазен през 1964 г., но възможността му е предложена в последния час на изграждането на новия стълб. В нощта от към изчислението на новия стълб, се започва разглеждане на една от най-известните улици в гр. Варна.
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The buildings of the University of Economics - Varna today

The interior design of the academic building of the University of Economics - Varna is quite impressive, housing Viennese ceramic flooring, forming the so-called “blue carpets”, metal railings and stylish glass doors. A rich collection of paintings and graphic works by prominent artists.

Today, the interior has been successfully further improved, creating an aesthetic work and study environment. The marble lobby on the first floor opposite the official entrance is a bust sculpture of the first Rector Prof. Tsani Kalayndzhiev - the work of sculptor Kiril Yanev.

Bright colors in the unique atmosphere of the university building are played by the monumental paintings Allegory of the State and Allegory of The Shore, the ceramic panel Wall of Symbols and the donation of graphic works by the world-famous artist Prof. Stanimir Stanov.

In the offices, corridors and dining halls, the stained glass windows and glass sculptures by Yun Vassilier tell their fairy tales.

The portraits of the Rectors, painted by the artist Yordan Podev, are exhibited in the permanent art exhibition on the second floor of the building, a kind of a visual archive of the university history.

On the first floor is the modern Student Street with the Information and Career Center, bookstore, bank, the International Cooperation office, the Dormitories and Scholarships office and the Student Council. The street is enriched by the permanent exhibition of paintings donated by the prominent artists. Nikola Menez, whose works also adorn conference hall 1 and auditorium 128 named after Prof. Tsani Kalayndzhiev.

The University Gallery Academia houses prestigious exhibitions of established authors and debut shows of talented students.

Today the educational process takes place also in the Second Building, and the future professional knowledge of students is given not only in the University, but also in the city of Varna.
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УЧЕБНАТА БАЗА В РАЗВИТИЕ
THE UNIVERSITY FACILITIES UNDER DEVELOPMENT

Проектът се осъществява с финансова подкрепа на фонд "Култура" на Община Варна - The project is implemented with the financial support of the Culture Fund of Varna Municipality
At the opening of the first school year of the Higher School of Commerce, Tsar Boris III noted: "Responding to the first invitation of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry, I gladly come to your beautiful city that I hold so dear, to attend the opening of an institute destined to give a powerful impetus to our economic and cultural progress. First of all, I must congratulate the merchants, manufacturers and craftsmen from the region of the Varna Chamber for the laudably commendable initiative to open a higher trade school there— a "Future Alma Mater" for enlightened workers in our economic field. The graduates of this new institute will have a great role to play not only in our commercial and economic life, but also in the development of all our progress in general, because the cultural development of a nation is directly dependent on its economic prosperity. I warmly join the FIRST BULGARIAN HIGHER SCHOOL OF COMMERCE to strengthen and develop by sending to all corners of the country enlightened and conscientious citizens to work with all their might for the welfare and prosperity of the Bulgarian people."

Commercial and Industrial Protection newspaper, a proponent of the common Bulgarian commercial and industrial interests. Year VIII, № 91 (54), October 7, 1921, p. 1."

For the opening of the first school year, the Minister of Education Simeon Ivanov sends a telegram with the following text... With science and education spreading deep roots in all areas of life, we will be able to build a sustainable future of our nation. The efforts of the Varna Chamber of Commerce and Industry have always been focused on creating this future on the basis of sound, well-studied conditions of our commercial and industrial progress and economic independence. Congratulations you on the opening of the FIRST HIGHER SCHOOL OF COMMERCE IN THE COUNTRY, which further continues the fruitful work of the Chamber. I wish this school a bright future to progress and be the pride not only of Varna but also of the whole Bulgarian people with the height of its science, and with the results of its practical application."
CTOletieto v CTO kadnya
ONE HUNDRED years in ONE HUNDRED frames

НАУКА
SCIENCE

Проектът се осъществава с финансова подкрепа на фонд "Култура" на Община Варна - The project is implemented with the financial support of the Culture Fund of Varna Municipality.
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SCIENCE

Doctor honoris causa
из Висшите училища — Варна
С изключителна чест на Университета в Варна
е удостоените днес титулите
доктор на учената степен и професор и
името им е вписано в списъка на висшите ученци
на Висшите училища — Варна.

Учени на Университета в Варна

Doct or honoris causa
of the University of Economics — Varna
The honorary title of Doctor honoris causa is awarded to prominent
Bulgarian and foreign scientists and public figures who have a
significant and recognized contribution to the scientific domain of
the University of Economics — Varna, and whose activities have
contributed to the development of the university.

Honorary Doctors of the University of Economics — Varna are:
1. Prof. Dr. Jeffrey Sachs (May 3, 2000)
2. His Excellency Sis. Ask (April 24, 2001)
4. Dr. Wolfgang Schröder (September 28, 2015)
5. Irma Bokova (May 21, 2016)
6. Levon Hambardzumyan (October 1, 2020)
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СТУДЕНТИТЕ
THE STUDENTS

Проектът се осъществява с финансовата подкрепа на фонд “Култура” на Община Варна. The project is implemented with the financial support of the Culture Fund of Varna Municipality.
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КУЛТУРЕН ЖИВОТ
CULTURAL LIFE
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Проектът се осъществява с финансовата подкрепа на фонд "Култура" на Община Варна. The project is implemented with the financial support of the Cultura Fund of Varna Municipality.
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ПРАЗНИЦИ
FESTIVE DAYS
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Проектът се осъществява с финансовата подкрепа на фонд "Култура" на Община Варна - The project is implemented with the financial support of the Cultura Fund of Varna Municipality
In its 100-year history, the University of Economics - Varna has trained over 155,000 economists, including many foreign nationals from over 70 countries. It is one of the main pillars of economic education and science in the country. It is developing as an entrepreneurial and socially responsible institution, training over 7,000 Bulgarian and foreign students from 57 countries. The university still includes 250 full-time lecturers, over 100 of whom are habilitated. They are creative and share a common string for scientific growth, over 40% of faculty have their own businesses or consult businesses using their expertise and scientific potential.

The students' admission is organized in 2 degree programs in the bachelor's degree, 7 in the master's degree and 2 in the professional bachelor's degree (College of Tourism) with full-time, part-time and distance learning modes, as well as 13 doctoral programs. We have four accredited professional areas: Economics Administration and Management, Tourism, Informatics and Computer Science, all of them awarded a high grade – over 9 on the 10-point scale. Some of the degree courses are taught entirely in English, and six degree courses are award double diplomas in cooperation with foreign partner universities from Great Britain, Ireland, Germany, Australia, Russia and India. The high grade (A2-) awarded by the National Agency for Assessment and Accreditation in 2018 in the institutional accreditation of the university is a recognition of the quality of education and its compliance with the Higher Education Act.

The university has exchange agreements with more than 250 universities in more than 45 countries around the world under the Erasmus and CEEPUS programs. It hosts its own electronic platform for cooperation UBEN, which is unique for the country, with over 16,000 users supporting the career development of students and the relationship between the business practice over 1990 registered partners, between the business and public administration. 76% of students find a job upon graduation, and 85% of them are successful in their specific area of study within one year of graduation.

A research institute within the center combining research and consulting functions, through which a large number of projects are implemented, has been established and operates at the university.
EveryTHING that has been built over the years by generations of champions of the UniverSity of Economics – Varna has created a modern environment for competitive education:

- Authors with more than 2,100 square meters and over 360 thousand books, an electronic catalog, robotic scanner for digitization, automatic book return, computer terminals for scanning and editing, the virtual library.
- The library library is considered the most modern in the country with subscriptions to the best electronic databases and publications. The full text of over 6,200 books can be accessed through the electronic catalog of the library.

In 2019, it was recognized as a European University of the Year 2019 and received the European Commission's qualification certificate and was made available to the publications of the European Commission.

- Development of the project "the University – an e-space" with fast internet access and large-scale implementation of IT technologies in all activities.
- Facilities that are constantly being updated – three buildings, over 110 rooms for training and research, the computer rooms, laboratories and lecture rooms are available to students both during classes and extracurricular activities.
- Renovated dormitories
- Functional sports complexes with five specialized halls for the development of academic sports performed by students.
- An auditorium with 600 seats, a stage and technical facilities for holding cultural events and the Cultural Calendar for students' free time.

The University of Economics – Varna has a centuries-old past, which it prides on, continuing to establish itself among universities in Europe with high-quality education, qualified and competent teachers and students harmonized with European ones. It is a place where everyone can find their personal reason to acquire wisdom, courage and the will to succeed.

Everything that has been built over the years by generations of champions of the University of Economics – Varna has created a modern environment for competitive education:

- Authors with more than 2,100 square meters and over 360 thousand books, an electronic catalog, robotic scanner for digitization, automatic book return, computer terminals for scanning and editing, the virtual library.
- The library library is considered the most modern in the country with subscriptions to the best electronic databases and publications. The full text of over 6,200 books can be accessed through the electronic catalog of the library.

In 2019, it was recognized as a European University of the Year 2019 and received the European Commission's qualification certificate and was made available to the publications of the European Commission.

- Development of the project "the University – an e-space" with fast internet access and large-scale implementation of IT technologies in all activities.
- Facilities that are constantly being updated – three buildings, over 110 rooms for training and research, the computer rooms, laboratories and lecture rooms are available to students both during classes and extracurricular activities.
- Renovated dormitories
- Functional sports complexes with five specialized halls for the development of academic sports performed by students.
- An auditorium with 600 seats, a stage and technical facilities for holding cultural events and the Cultural Calendar for students' free time.
Team for management and organization of the project
“ONE HUNDRED years in ONE HUNDRED frames – University of Economics – Varna since 1920”

Elitsa Videnova – Project Manager
Rosica Zarkova – Expert
Milena Komitska – Expert
Miglena Staneva–Todorova – Project Coordinator
Galina Andreeva – Project Accountant
Senior Lecturer Aneta Stefanova – Translation in English
eng. Dragomir Dimchev – Graphic design
FIL Advertising Agency – Varna – Prepress and Printing